Brisbane HHH Run Report
Run #: 2498 Boxa’s Bucolic Bash
Date: 8 January 2018
Hares: Boxa (without the mutts)
No. of Hounds: 35
Run Description: 9/10
There was movement at the station, for the word had passed around,
that Boxa’s best was set today,
and with the chalk, the tape, the flour, good trail was surely found,
so all the cracks had gathered to the fray.
There was cricket at the stump, and Bradman’s galore, as Scruffy gave JC a short test
And not to be outdone, Dole Bludger bowled his best.
But the cricket, though a winner, was only a distraction, and the boys were ready for the trail.
The runners were off, with a call of ON ON, and the wind ‘hind the pack’s tail.
The trail was devious, through parks; over fences, stout and frail;
And the pack were keen for more; Lavarack Park, who was it named for?
Through streets and easements, the trail was quite the trick
And the pack not sure which way to pick.
The pace slammed on, as the runners to the challenge, to take this trail for all its worth.
The forest loomed, mysterious and dark, and the pack took the lark
Pommy Bastard they say, he died along this way
But the pack were on the trail, with the great defiant call, ON ON, up the park
The Walkers weren’t left out, Boxa gave them a good shout
As they also met the challenge of the bush.
ON UP they cried, and walking on, to give this trail a push.
Some were not so happy, like old whinging SNAPPY,
Who cried foul at such a run.
But even short cutters know the drill, it’s on back to the bucket for the fun.
And right on the hour time, with the sun on the lime
The pack got back, all on the true trail
Runners and walkers, shiny with sweat, and much talk of their travail.
Circle and SOTW: 8/10
Who can remember, with cold beer and burgers so tender
The shirt was a mere after thought
For all we can tell, the last SOTW had not the shirt brought.
OnOn: 9/10

The pack all back, to a circle , funny short and good
Where with beer and burgers, good Boxa stood
And the nosh was well liked, by all, an excellent night, and not one cry of ‘WHERE’s the FUD’?
The new challenge was clear, and the hares all with a tear
Nodded, a new standard of run had been set
So in December, we wait, for the RUN of the Year, we shall hear.
Score out of 10: 9/10
Other:

